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APPLICANT’S HEADS OF ARGUMENT 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

INTRODUCTION 

1. The Applicant was, until 14 May 2014, the vested holder of a right to sell 

table wine from twenty-seven supermarkets in the Eastern Cape. This 
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right was granted under the Liquor Act 27 of 1989 (“the 1989 Liquor 

Act”) and extended under the Eastern Cape Liquor Act 10 of 2003 (“the 

Act”).  The right lapsed on 14 May 2014 in terms of sections 71(2) and 

71(5) of the Act, read with the relevant part of the Schedule thereto.   

2. On 13 November 2014, in the Eastern Cape Division of the High Court, 

Grahamstown, Mr Justice J E Smith declared the above sections of the 

Act to be inconsistent with the Constitution and invalid to the extent that 

they provided for the lapsing of grocers’ wine licences after a period of 

10 years after commencement of the Act (“the High Court order”).
1
   

3. The High Court order was an order of constitutional invalidity as 

envisaged in section 172(2)(a) of the Constitution.  It was based on a 

finding that the impugned provisions contravened section 25(1) of the 

Constitution, in that they gave rise to an arbitrary deprivation of property. 

4. This is an application in terms of sections 172(2)(a) and (d) of the 

Constitution, section 15(1)(b) of the Superior Courts Act 10 of 2013 (“the 

Superior Courts Act”) and Rule 16(4) of the Rules of this Court, for 

confirmation of the declaration of invalidity.
2
  The Applicant contends in 

this regard that the reasoning and conclusions of the High Court (as 

                                              
1  Main bundle pp. 5-6. 

2  Main bundle pp. 1-4. 
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contained in the judgment of Smith J
3
) should be endorsed. 

5. The Respondents have also appealed against “the entire Judgment and 

Order”
4
, apparently in terms of section 172(2)(d) of the Constitution, 

section 15(1)(b) of the Superior Courts Act and Rule 16(2) of the Rules of 

this Court.  We submit, for the reasons below, that the scope of the 

Respondents’ appeal exceeds what is contemplated by these provisions.  

6. These heads of argument are structured as follows. In Part A we set out 

the relevant provisions of the 1989 Liquor Act pertaining to grocers’ wine 

licences.  In Part B we describe the legislative process leading to the 

adoption of new national liquor legislation to replace the 1989 Liquor 

Act.  In Part C we describe the Act and the transitional provisions in 

terms of which pre-existing grocers’ wine licences became registrations 

under the Act for the retail sale of wine for consumption off the premises.  

In Part D we examine the order of the court a quo.  In Part E we address 

briefly the nature of confirmation proceedings.  In Part F we deal with the 

application of section 25(1) of the Constitution to the present case. 

Finally, in Part G we explain that two of the grounds of appeal do not 

properly form the subject of confirmation proceedings. 

                                              
3  Main bundle pp. 23-61. 

4  Main bundle p.71. 
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PART A: THE GROCERS’ WINE LICENCES 

7. Between 19 January 1989 and 16 January 2003, the Eastern Cape Liquor 

Board (established in terms of section 5 of the 1989 Liquor Act) (“the 

Board”) granted the Applicant twenty-seven grocers’ wine licences in 

terms of section 22(1)(b) read with section 20(b)(iv) of the 1989 Liquor 

Act.
5
  Each licence pertained to specific premises.

6
 

8. A grocer’s wine licence was one of the licences available in terms of the 

1989 Liquor Act for consumption off the licensed premises.
7
 Section 87 

of the 1989 Liquor Act provided that “[t]he holder of a grocer’s wine 

licence or any other person shall at all times carry on the business of a 

general dealer, (which shall include dealing in groceries and foodstuffs) 

and may carry on or pursue any other business (excluding a business to 

which any other licence relates) or trade or occupation, on the licensed 

premises”.  

9. Once granted, the licences remained in force (as the Respondents 

acknowledged in the court a quo) for an undetermined period – in other 

                                              
5  Record pp.13-14 para 13 read with p.280 para 14. 

6  Section 32(1). 

7  Section 20(b)(iv). 
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words, they were open-ended and indefinite in duration.
8
 

10. Although the relevant licensing authority had powers to suspend or 

withdraw licences under section 15(1)(b) of the 1989 Liquor Act, the 

circumstances in which these powers could be exercised were limited.
9
 In 

essence, they applied where there had been a report by a designated 

police officer based on a contravention by the holder of licence 

obligations or other statutory requirements,
10

 or a complaint in respect of 

licensed premises
11

 or an objection to a licence.
12

  An MEC also had the 

power to suspend or withdraw a licence where the relevant licensing 

authority had recommended that he or she do so, following a request for 

advice by the MEC under section 124.
13

 

11. Section 107 of the 1989 Liquor Act also provided that a licence lapsed 

when abandoned in writing by the holder; where the holder failed to pay 

the applicable licence fees by the prescribed date; when withdrawn in 

                                              
8  Record p. 16 para 19; Record p. 142 para 60; Main bundle p. 31 para 21.  

9  Record p. 16 paras 20-22; Main bundle p. 31 para 23. 

10  Section 15(1)(b)(i) read with section 11(3)(b) and sections 141 and 142 of the 1989 Liquor Act. 

11  Section 15(1)(b)(i) read with section 11(3)(c) of the 1989 Liquor Act. 

12  Section 15(1)(b)(i) read with section 11(3)(d). 

13  Section 125(b) of the 1989 Liquor Act read with sections 15(2), 15(1)(e)(ii) and 11(3)(g).  The 

1989 Liquor Act did not specify the circumstances in which the MEC could exercise such power, 

but it is submitted that it could not be arbitrary: there would have to be cogent reasons based upon 

misconduct or default by the licensee, or clear prejudice to the public interest.  
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terms of section 15(1)(b)(i); when set aside by a competent court; and on 

a date when it was replaced by a licence granted under section 32A.
14

 

12. When the Applicant was granted the grocers’ wine licences, it therefore 

acquired the right to sell wine from the applicable premises for an 

indefinite period of time, unless (in the exceptional circumstances 

referred to above) the licence lapsed, or was withdrawn or suspended, 

pursuant to the above provisions. 

13. The grocers’ wine licences were also capable of being transferred, 

although such transfer required administrative approval.
15

  

14. The Applicant’s grocers’ wine licences were never withdrawn, nor did 

they lapse in accordance with the provisions of the 1989 Act, for the 

entire period from their grant up to 14 May 2014.
16

 

                                              
14  Record p. 17 para 23; Main bundle p. 32 para 24. 

15  Chapter 10 of the 1989 Liquor Act.  The Respondents’ contention in the notice of appeal that “an 

application for the transfer of a licence involved a substantive application by the transferee in all 

respects similar to a new application” is incorrect.  There is no reference in section 114 (which 

governs applications for transfer) to the consideration of requirements for the licenced premises 

such as those contained in section 22(2)(d).  These aspects would have been considered when the 

licence was originally granted. 

16  Record pp.17-18 para 25; Main bundle p.32 para 24. 
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PART B: THE NATIONAL LEGISLATIVE PROCESS  

15. In about 1997 the national legislature began drafting new national liquor 

legislation to replace the 1989 Liquor Act.  This resulted in the approval 

by Parliament of the Liquor Bill [B 131 B-98] (“the National Bill”).  The 

National Bill was however not signed by the President and was instead 

referred to this Court in terms of section 84(2)(c) of the Constitution for a 

decision on its constitutionality.
17

 

16. This Court found that the National Bill was unconstitutional insofar as it 

represented an intrusion by the national legislature into an area of 

exclusive provincial legislative competence, namely the power to regulate 

retail liquor licensing.
18

 

17. Following this decision, many provinces enacted liquor legislation 

regulating retail liquor licensing.  The National Bill was also revised and 

ultimately promulgated on 20 April 2004 as the Liquor Act 59 of 2003 

(“the 2003 Liquor Act”).  The 2003 Liquor Act primarily regulates the 

manufacture and wholesale distribution of liquor (these being aspects 

                                              
17  Record p.18 para 26; Main bundle p.32 para 25. 

18  Record p.18 para 27; Main bundle p.32 para 25.  The judgment is reported as Ex Parte President 

of the Republic of South Africa: In Re Constitutionality of the Liquor Bill 2000 (1) SA 732 (CC), 

with the most relevant portions being at paras 47 to 55, 71, 79, 80 and 87. 
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which this Court had found to be legitimate national competencies).
19

 

18. The new Eastern Cape provincial legislation closely resembled the 

provisions of the National Bill.
20

 

PART C: THE ACT 

19. The Act was enacted on 11 December 2003.  It makes provision in 

section 20 for five categories of registration for the permissible sale of 

liquor, including “the retail sale of liquor for consumption off the 

premises where the liquor is being sold”
21

. 

20. “Liquor” is widely defined. There is no distinction drawn between 

licences for the sale of different types of liquor, as there was under the 

1989 Liquor Act.  

21. Section 43(1) of the Act provides that “[d]espite any other law, a 

registered person may also sell such goods on the registered premises or 

conduct the business thereon, that the Premier may prescribe”. 

22. The effect of this section is that, with the exception of the transitional 

provisions applicable to grocers’ wine licences to which we return below, 

                                              
19  Record pp.18-19 para 28; Main bundle p.32 para 26 (Judgment). 

20  Cf. sections 89(1)(a), 89(8) and Schedule 2 of the National Bill (Record pp.225-226 and 229).   

21 Section 20(a). 
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the holder of a registration (i.e. licence) under the Act is not permitted to 

sell anything other than liquor on the licensed premises, unless the 

Premier prescribes otherwise.  The Premier has not exercised this power.  

23. Thus the Act does not provide for the grant by the Board of a grocer’s 

wine licence as previously understood. 

24. The Act however contains the following transitional provisions: 

24.1. Section 71(2) provides that “[e]very exemption, licence or 

approval referred to in the first column of the Schedule hereto 

and in force immediately before the date of commencement of this 

Act, must be deemed from that date to be a registration in the 

category referred to in the second column of that Schedule”; 

24.2. The Schedule provides as follows in respect of “[a] grocer’s wine 

licence referred to in section 20(b)(iv) of the Liquor Act, 1989” 

(i.e. the Applicant’s licences here in issue): “[a] registration for 

the retail sale of wine for consumption off the premises on which 

wine is being sold, referred to in section 20(a) of this Act, for a 

period of ten years after which such registration must lapse, 

provided that the holder of such a registration may at any stage 

after expiry of a period of five years after the date of 
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commencement of this Act, apply for registration to sell all kinds 

of liquor on separate premises as prescribed”; and 

24.3. Section 71(5) provides that “[t]he holder of a grocer’s wine 

licence in terms of the Liquor Act, 1989, who is deemed to be 

registered to sell wine by virtue of the conversion contemplated in 

subsection (2), must be entitled to sell wine as defined in section 

1 of the Liquor Products Act, 1989, for a period of ten years after 

the commencement of this Act:  Provided that the holder of such 

registration may, at any stage after expiry of a period of five 

years from the date of commencement of this Act, apply for 

registration to sell all kinds of liquor in separate premises as 

prescribed”. 

25. In short, in terms of the Act:
22

 

25.1. Grocers’ wine licences which were in force immediately before 

14 May 2004 (i.e. the date of commencement of the Act) were 

deemed from that date to be registrations for the retail sale of 

wine for consumption off the premises as referred to in section 

20(a) of the Act. We shall for clarity refer to these licences as 

                                              
22  Record pp.21-22 para 35. 
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‘registrations’; 

25.2. The registrations would be valid for a period of ten years after 

14 May 2004, after which they would lapse; and 

25.3. Holders of the registrations were entitled, at any stage after the 

expiry of five years after 14 May 2004, to apply for registration 

to sell all kinds of liquor (i.e. not just table wine) on separate 

premises (i.e. not the same supermarket or grocery store 

premises) as prescribed. 

26. Grocers’ wine licences thus continued as registrations under the Act.  It 

was only on 14 May 2014 that these registrations lapsed automatically, 

compelling the Applicant to close the table wine sections in each of its 

twenty-seven affected stores. 

27. As was held in the court a quo, ‘[t]he legal effect of the transitional 

provisions [was] …that a grocer’s wine licence, issued in terms of the 

1989 Liquor Act, remained valid until 14 May 2014, after which it 

automatically lapse[d]’.
23

 

28. When the licences became deemed registrations under the Act, the power 

of the Board to cancel them remained extremely limited.  The Act 

                                              
23  Main bundle p.34 para 29. 
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provides for only two circumstances in which the Board may cancel a 

registration, namely if the registered person: 

28.1. Has been served a “compliance notice” and has failed to comply. 

The Board must serve such a notice if it has reason to believe that 

a registered person has not complied with a material provision of 

the terms and conditions of the registration or that person’s 

obligations in terms of the Act; or 

28.2. Becomes disqualified or otherwise incompetent in terms of the 

Act.
24

 

29. The registrations also remained transferable under the Act, although as 

was the case under the 1989 Liquor Act, subject to administrative 

approval.  We submit that the approval of an application to transfer a 

registration is even more likely under the Act than was the case under the 

1989 Act, because unless there are objections from the public to the 

transfer of a registration, the Board must approve it subject to certain 

                                              
24  Section 21 of the Act.  (Note also that section 25(3) of the Act provides that a registration is 

subject to the payment of a prescribed annual fee before the prescribed date.  Where prescribed 

fees are not paid, the registration will not acquire validity (section 26(2)).  Section 55 provides for 

the temporary closure of registered premises in the case of public disturbance, disorder, riot or 

public violence.) 
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formal requirements having been met.
25

  Where there are objections, the 

Board must register the transfer if the applicant responds to them 

timeously and “adequately”.
26

 

30. The Applicant therefore remained the vested holder of a statutorily-based 

right to sell table wine from inside its supermarket premises, which right 

was subject only to closely-defined powers of suspension and withdrawal 

by the Board (apart, of course, from the automatic lapsing of the 

registrations after 10 years of which the Applicant complains).  

31. As we explain more fully below, the basis for the Applicant’s attack on 

the impugned provisions is not that the Eastern Cape Legislature provided 

for the lapsing of such registrations per se, but rather that it did so 

arbitrarily, or without sufficient reason.   

PART D: THE ORDER OF THE COURT A QUO 

32. The High Court order reads as follows: 

“1. THAT the Applicant’s non-compliance with section 64 of the 

Eastern Cape Liquor Act, 10 of 2003 (“the Act”) be and is hereby 

                                              
25  Section 22(4).  The reference in this section to subsection (3) should, in our view self-evidently, 

be to subsection (2). 

26  Section 22(9). 
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condoned. 

2. THAT sections 71(2) and (5) of the Act, read with the relevant 

parts of the Schedule to the Act, are declared to be inconsistent 

with the Constitution, and invalid to the extent that they provide for 

the lapsing of grocer’s wine licences after a period of 10 years 

after the commencement of the Act. 

3. THAT the following words in the Second Schedule to the Act, 

associated with the grocer’s wine licences, are declared to be 

severable and are hereby excised: “for a period of ten years after 

which such registration must lapse, provided that the holder of 

such registration may at any stage after expiry of a period of five 

years after the date of the commencement of this Act, apply for 

registration to sell all kinds of liquor on separate premises as 

prescribed.” 

4.  THAT section 71(5) of the Act be and is hereby declared to be 

severable from the rest of section 71, and is hereby excised. 

5.  THAT the orders in paragraphs (1), (2), (3) and (4) above are 

referred for confirmation to the Constitutional Court. 

6. THAT pending confirmation by the Constitutional Court: 
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6.1  The Applicant may continue to sell wine, as defined in section 1 of 

the Liquor Products Act 1989, in accordance with its licences 

which it had in place as at the date of the notice of motion; 

6.2 The Third Respondent be and is hereby interdicted from taking any 

steps against the Applicant in terms of the Act in response to the 

Applicant selling wine in accordance with the said licences; 

6.3 The Respondents are to pay the costs of this application, including 

costs occasioned by the employ of two counsel, jointly and 

severally, the one paying the other to be absolved.” 

33. This application is for confirmation of paragraphs 2 to 4 of the High 

Court order
27

 in terms of section 172(1)(a) of the Constitution.  

34. We deal with the detailed reasoning of the court a quo below.   

PART E: THE NATURE OF CONFIRMATION PROCEEDINGS 

35. Section 172 of the Constitution provides that:  

“(1) When deciding a constitutional matter within its power, a court – 

(a) must declare that any law or conduct that is inconsistent with 

                                              
27  Main bundle pp.1-2  
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the Constitution is invalid to the extent of its inconsistency… 

   (2)… 

(b) A court which makes an order of constitutional invalidity may 

grant a temporary interdict or other temporary relief to a party, 

or may adjourn the proceedings, pending a decision of the 

Constitutional Court on the validity of that Act or conduct. 

(c) … 

(d) Any person or organ of state with a sufficient interest may 

appeal, or apply, directly to the Constitutional Court to confirm 

or vary an order of constitutional invalidity by a court in terms 

of this subsection.” 

36. An appeal in terms of section 172(2)(d) exists as of right, and the party 

need not apply for leave to appeal.
28

  

37. It is clear from section 172(2)(d) that in both an appeal or an application 

for confirmation, the order of invalidity is before this Court.  Where other 

orders of a High Court, such as interdicts, flow from the order of 

invalidity, they will also be before the Court in confirmation 

                                              
28  Daniels v Campbell NO 2004 (5) SA 331 (CC) at para 14; Van der Merwe v Road Accident Fund 

2006 (4) SA 230 (CC) at para 5 n 5; Van Rooyen v The State (General Council of The Bar of 

South Africa Intervening) 2002 (5) SA 246 (CC) at para 9. 
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proceedings.
29

 

38. This Court has left open the question of whether a party wishing to appeal 

against parts of an order of invalidity which are not subject to 

confirmation must bring a separate application for leave to appeal under 

Rule 19 of the Constitutional Court Rules.
30

  In our submission, an appeal 

against such an order would not lie as of right.  

39. What is clear, however, is that it is the order of invalidity of the court a 

quo and the orders flowing from it which form the subject of 

confirmation proceedings, and not findings contained in the judgment of 

the court a quo which are not translated into an appropriate order.
31

 

40. As appears below, two of the Respondents’ grounds of appeal are 

directed at findings contained in the judgment of the court a quo in 

respect of issues unrelated to the constitutional question.  We submit that 

these do not properly form the subject of confirmation proceedings. 

41. We deal first with those substantive issues which – we contend – are 

properly before this Court. 

                                              
29  Dawood v Minister of Home Affairs 2000 (3) SA 936 (CC) at para 18. 

30  City of Cape Town v Robertson 2005 (2) SA 323 (CC) at para 2. 

31  Mkangeli v Joubert 2001 (2) SA 1191 (CC) at paras 10 and 14. 
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PART F: SECTION 25(1) OF THE CONSTITUTION 

42. The court a quo held that the impugned provisions contravene section 

25(1) of the Constitution, which provides as follows: 

 

“No one may be deprived of property except in terms of law of general 

application, and no law may permit arbitrary deprivation of property.” 

43. The purpose of the constitutional property clause is to protect existing 

private property rights as well as to promote the public interest, and to 

strike a proportionate balance between the two.
32

 

44. The court a quo adopted the approach towards arbitrary deprivations of 

property as set out by this Court in First National Bank of SA Limited t/a 

Wesbank v Commissioner, South African Revenue Services and Another; 

First National Bank of SA t/a Wesbank v Minister of Finance 2002 (4) SA 

768 (CC) (“the FNB case”) at para 46.  The following questions arise: 

44.1. Does that which is taken away amount to property for purpose of 

section 25? 

44.2. If so, has there been a deprivation of such property? 

                                              
32  First National Bank of SA Ltd t/a Wesbank v Commissioner, South African Revenue Service and 

Another; First National Bank of SA Ltd t/a Wesbank v Minister of Finance 2002 (4) SA 768 (CC). 
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44.3. If there has, is such deprivation consistent with the provisions of 

section 25(1)? 

44.4. If not, is such deprivation justified under section 36 of the 

Constitution? 

45. We deal with each of these enquiries in turn. 

Is a liquor licence ‘property’ as contemplated by section 25 of the Constitution? 

46. The threshold question is whether, as the Applicant contends, its rights 

under the grocers’ wine licences (duly extended as registrations) 

constitute “property” as envisaged in section 25(1). 

47. Although a comprehensive definition of property for purposes of section 

25(1) remains elusive - in the FNB case Ackermann J cautioned that it is 

“practically impossible to furnish – and judicially unwise to attempt – a 

comprehensive definition of property for purposes of s 25”
33

 – this Court 

has tended to regard rights which have economic value as having the 

status of property. 

48. Thus this Court has established that the protection afforded to property in 

                                              
33  Para 51. 
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terms of section 25 extends to incorporeal property,
34

 including 

incorporeal personal rights.
35

  

49. In National Credit Regulator v Opperman and Others 2013 (2) SA 1 

(CC) this Court held that the recognition of a claim based on unjustified 

enrichment as property under section 25(1) was logical and realistic.  It 

reasoned that “…[i]ntangible property has become important in modern-

day society and ‘property’ should not be so narrowly interpreted as to 

diminish the worth of the protection given by s 25”. 
36

   In reaching that 

decision, the Court observed that the claim had monetary value, could be 

disposed of and transferred, and could be counted as an asset in the 

holder’s estate.
37

 

50. In Agri SA v Minister for Minerals and Energy 2013 (4) SA 1 (CC), the 

Chief Justice considered that an entitlement not to mine (one of the 

essential components of mineral ownership) was ‘undoubtedly property 

with economic value’
38

. 

51. In Law Society of South Africa and Others v Minister for Transport and 

                                              
34  Agri SA v Minister for Minerals and Energy 2013 (4) SA 1 (CC). 

35  National Credit Regulator v Opperman and Others 2013 (2) SA 1 (CC). 

36  Para 63   

37  Para 58 

38  Para 44 
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Another 2011 (1) SA 400 (CC) this Court assumed, without deciding, that 

a claim for loss of earning capacity or support is property as contemplated 

in section 25 (paras 83 and 84). 

52. An inclusive approach to property has been adopted in other courts too. 

Pickering J in Transkei Public Servants Association v Government of the 

Republic of South Africa 1995 (9) BCLR 1235 (Tk) had to interpret the 

Interim Constitution’s counterpart of section 25. After surveying various 

authorities and academic writings, he remarked obiter that “the meaning 

of ‘property’ in section 28 of the Constitution may well be sufficiently 

wide to encompass a State housing subsidy.”
39

 

53. In Hewlett v Minister for Transport and Another 1982 (1) SA 490 (ZSC), 

the Zimbabwe Supreme Court considered whether a right to receive 

compensation under the War Victims of Terrorism (Compensation) Act 

which had already been awarded, was property within the meaning of 

section 16(1) of the Zimbabwe Constitution.
40

  The court found that it 

                                              
39  At 1246D to 1247A. 

40  Section 16(1) provides that “No property of any description or interest or right therein shall be 

compulsorily acquired except under authority of a law…”.  Despite the wide ambit of the wording 

of the section, the case is nevertheless authority for the wide ambit of the word “property”.  

Fieldsend CJ approved of dicta to the effect that “’property’ is not a term of art, but a common 

English word, which must be taken in an ordinary sense, and any ordinary person would certainly 

think it strange, if he were told that a debt due to him was not part of his property” and that “[i]t 

is well known that the word property is the most comprehensive of all the terms which can be 
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was.
41

  In explaining that the word “property” falls to be interpreted 

widely, but that only the compulsory acquisition of property gives rise to 

a right of compensation, the court remarked that “government could be 

made virtually impossible if every deprivation of property required 

compensation.  A liquor licence, for example, is a valuable asset and may 

be regarded as property…”
42

 

54. We submit that it is a logical extension of the above to regard licences, 

permits and quotas issued by administrative functionaries pursuant to 

statutory powers as constituting property for purposes of section 25(1) of 

the Constitution (i) if they have commercial value and (ii) once they have 

vested in the holder or been otherwise acquired according to the relevant 

(statutory or regulatory) requirements. 

55. There is considerable academic support for the proposition that such 

statutory entitlements should constitute “property” (T Roux in 

Constitutional Law of South Africa (2
nd  

ed) Vol 3 46-17; AJ Van der Walt 

Constitutional Property Law (3
rd

 ed) 158 to 159
43

; C Lewis “The Right to 

                                                                                                                                  
used, in as much as it is indicative and descriptive of every possible interest which the party can 

have” (at 494D-E). 

41  At 497F-501H. 

42  At 502H  

43  The Respondents, in their notice of appeal, suggest that the views of the author in the 3rd edition 

are much more carefully stated and equivocal than those expressed in the 2nd edition.  Comparing 
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Private Property in a new political dispensation in South Africa” (1992) 8 

SAJHR 389 pp. 398-399 and 430; M Chaskalson “The property clause: 

Section 28 of the Constitution” (1994) 10 SAJHR 131 pp. 132-133). 

56. Many of these authors cite the US article by C Reich “The New Property” 

((1964) 73 Yale LJ 733), which propounds the increasing importance of 

governmental “largesse” in modern-day society and argues for its 

recognition as property.
44

 

                                                                                                                                  
what is said in the 3rd edition on p. 158 with the 2nd edition on p. 100, it in fact is evident that the 

author qualifies his earlier statement that “The tendency is to regard licences, permits and quotas 

as constitutional property only if they have commercial value and once they have been vested and 

acquired according to the relevant (statutory or regulatory) requirements”, only by adding to that 

statement the words “; in some instances it is also required that they should be transferable”.  The 

learned author does not suggest that transferability should be, or is, an absolute requirement.  The 

European Court of Human Rights clearly recognises that licences, permits and quotas constitute 

“possessions” without requiring that they be transferable, as we show below. 

44  The following extract (p. 733) is quoted in the judgment a quo (Main bundle p.45 para 52): “One 

of the most important developments in the United States during the past decade has been the 

emergence of government as a major source of wealth.  Government is a gigantic syphon.  It 

draws in revenue and power, and pours forth wealth: money, benefits, services, contracts, 

franchises, and licences.  Government has always had this function.  But while in early times it 

was minor, today’s distribution of largess is on a vast, imperial scale.  The valuables dispensed 

by government take many forms, but they all share one characteristic.  They are steadily taking 

the place of traditional forms of wealth – forms which are held as private property.  Social 

insurance substitutes for savings; a government contract replaces a businessman’s customers and 

goodwill.  The wealth of more and more Americans depends upon a relationship to government.  

Increasingly, Americans live on government largess – allocated by government on its own terms, 

and held by recipients subject to conditions which express ‘the public interest.’” (The quotation in 
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57. The approach that statutory entitlements which have commercial value 

and which have vested ought to be regarded as property also finds support 

in the jurisprudence of the European Court of Human Rights (“the 

ECHR”) in the context of Article 1 of Protocol 1. 

58. Article 1 of Protocol 1 of the European Convention on Human Rights 

provides for the protection of property in the following terms: 

 “Every natural or legal person is entitled to the peaceful enjoyment of his 

possessions.  No one shall be deprived of his possessions except in the 

public interest and subject to the conditions provided for by law and by 

the general principles of international law. 

 

The preceding provisions shall not, however, in any way impair the right 

of a State to enforce such laws as it deems necessary to control the use of 

property in accordance with the general interest or to secure the payment 

of taxes or other contributions or penalties.” 

59. The Article comprises three rules:
45

 “the first rule, set out in the first 

sentence of the first paragraph, is of a general nature and enunciates the 

                                                                                                                                  
judgment a quo is incomplete and the relevant part is quoted here in full, as it appears in the 

original article) 

45  Tre Traktörer AB judgment of 7 July 1989, Series A no. 159 para 54; Case of Fredin v Sweden 

(no.1) judgment of 18 February 1991, Series A no. 192 para 41 
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principle of the peaceful enjoyment of property; the second rule, 

contained in the second sentence of the first paragraph, covers 

deprivation of possessions and subjects it to certain conditions;  the third 

rule, stated in the second paragraph, recognises that the Contracting 

States are entitled, amongst other things, to control the use of property by 

enforcing such laws as they deem necessary in the general interest.  

However the three rules are not ‘distinct’ in the sense of being 

unconnected: the second and third rules are concerned with particular 

instances of interference with the right to peaceful enjoyment of 

property…”   

60. As with section 25(1), the question whether there has been interference 

with “possessions” is a threshold enquiry. In this regard the ECHR has 

adopted an expansive interpretation as regards the rights or interests 

which constitute possessions falling within the ambit of the Article.  

61. In the Tre Traktörer AB judgment of 7 July 1989, Series A no. 159, the 

ECHR held that a licence to serve alcoholic beverages is an economic 

interest which constitutes a “possession” for the purposes of Article 1. 

The withdrawal of the licence constituted interference with the holder’s 
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right to the peaceful enjoyment of its possessions.
46

 

62. The fact that the court found that the withdrawal did not violate the 

Article because it was done in pursuance of the general interest,
47

 does 

not detract from the finding that a licence to serve alcoholic beverages is 

an economic interest which constitutes a “possession” for purposes of 

Article 1 of Protocol 1. 

63. In Case of Fredin v Sweden (no.1) judgment of 18 February 1991, Series 

A no. 192, the ECHR held that the revocation of a permit to extract gravel 

held by the owners of the land in respect of which the permit was granted 

interfered with their right to the peaceful enjoyment of their possessions, 

including the economic interests connected with the exploitation of the 

gravel pit.
48

  Although the Court ultimately found that the revocation fell 

                                              
46  Para 53. the Swedish government asserted that since there was no right in Swedish law to obtain 

or retain a liquor licence (para 38) the licence could not be considered to confer any right 

justiciable before civil or administrative courts. This argument was made in relation to the 

applicability of Article 6 para 1, which confers an entitlement on everyone to a hearing by a 

tribunal in the determination of “civil rights and obligations” or of any criminal charges.  In 

rejecting this argument the Court held that “the applicant…could maintain, on arguable grounds, 

that under Swedish law it was entitled to continue to run its restaurant business under the licence 

unless it contravened the conditions laid down therein or gave rise to any of the statutory grounds 

for revocation…” 

47  The applicant company did not contest the legitimacy of the aim of the relevant statutory 

provision and agreed that it was to implement a long-standing Swedish policy of restricting the 

consumption and abuse of alcohol. 

48  Para 40. 
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within the scope of the second paragraph of Article 1 Protocol 1, what is 

significant is that the permit was considered to be an interest which fell 

within the scope of the Article. 

64. The Tre Traktörer line of cases was followed in Adams v South 

Lanarkshire 2003 S.L.T 145. There the Outer House of the Scottish Court 

of Session cited with approval the principle established in Tre Traktörer 

that the operation of a business by means of a licence is a possession.
49

 

65. The ECHR has in fact gone further than recognising merely that statutory 

entitlements which have commercial value, and which have vested, are 

possessions worthy of protection.  In a series of cases relating to Article 

14, which prohibits discrimination in the enjoyment of rights and 

freedoms contained in the Convention, the ECHR has held that 

government welfare benefits to which an applicant would, but for the 

discrimination, have had an enforceable right, constitute possessions.
50

   

                                              
49  Paras 11 and 24. 

50  E.g. Case of Wills v The United Kingdom, no. 36042/97, ECHR 2002-II paras 34 and 36;  Case of 

Koua Poirrez v France, no. 40892/98 ECHR, 2003-II paras 36-42; Stec and Others v United 

Kingdom, (dec.) [GC], no. 65731/01 and others, ECHR 2005-II paras 50-56.  In the Stec case, the 

ECHR reasoned as follows: “In the modern, democratic State, many individuals are, for all or 

part of their lives, completely dependent for survival on social security and welfare benefits.  

Many domestic legal systems recognise that such individuals require a degree of certainty and 

security, and provide for benefits to be paid – subject to the fulfilment of conditions of eligibility – 
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66. We submit, with reference to the aforegoing authorities, that there can be 

little doubt that licences, permits and quotas issued by administrative 

functionaries pursuant to statutory powers, which have commercial value, 

and which have vested in the holder, ought to fall within the ambit of the 

property clause.
51

  

67. In Law Society of South Africa v Minister of Transport 2011 (1) SA 327 

(CC) Moseneke DCJ stated as follows: “For present purposes let it 

suffice to state that the definition of property for purposes of 

constitutional protection should not be too wide to make legislative 

regulation impracticable and not too narrow to render the protection of 

property of little worth…”
52

 

68. Treating valuable rights of this kind as property will not make legislative 

                                                                                                                                  
as of right.  Where an individual has an assertable right under domestic law to a welfare benefit, 

the importance of that interest should also be reflected by holding Article 1 of Protocol 1 to be 

applicable” (para 51). The Court stated the rule as follows “If...a Contracting State has in force 

legislation providing for the payment as of right of a welfare benefit – whether conditional or not 

on the prior payment of contributions – that legislation must be regarded as generating a 

proprietary interest falling within the ambit of Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 for persons satisfying 

its requirements” (para 54). 

51  Examples would include the grant of a licence to a cellular network operator, the issue of fishing 

permits and the grant of zoning or other land use planning rights to the owner of a property which 

was otherwise not capable of being developed in a particular manner because of the applicable 

town planning statutes and regulations.  Cf the court a quo at Main bundle p.43 paras 49-50 for 

authorities to the effect that liquor licences have commercial value.  

52  Para 83. 
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regulation impracticable: while some such deprivations will give rise to a 

challenge based on arbitrariness, this will clearly not always be so, nor 

will conceptual or practical difficulties arise in subjecting them to an 

arbitrariness analysis. On the other hand, depriving such rights of any 

constitutional protection (thus exposing them to arbitrary deprivation 

without remedy) would substantially devalue the worth of constitutional 

property protection in a modern economy in which such rights are 

increasingly common.  In a jurisdiction subject to the rule of law, to 

which arbitrariness is anathema, we submit that the tendency should 

always be towards extending the potential scope for protection rather than 

limiting it. 

69. The Respondents’ argument that the licences do not amount to “property” 

because they are “largesse” dispensed by the State
53

 fails to recognise the 

intrinsic value of such rights once granted.  The fact that the State may 

not have been unconditionally obliged to grant these rights in the first 

place has no bearing on their nature in the hands of the holder, once they 

have been granted. Moreover, we submit that the Respondents are wrong 

to argue that the withdrawal of licences “falls entirely within the 

discretion of the Third Respondent”.
54

 As stated, the Board has only 

                                              
53  Record p.154 para 93. 

54  Record pp.154-5 para 93 
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limited powers to withdraw a licence, and then only in cases of non-

compliance with a registration or the Act. It certainly could not remove 

the registration on a whim and without challenge, as the Respondents 

seem to contend.  

 

70. Thus once the power to grant a licence has been exercised, the recipient 

becomes vested with an enforceable personal right to conduct itself 

lawfully in a certain manner. This is a right of substantial economic value 

in its hands, and is likely to encourage the holder to undertake real 

commercial investment in turning that right to account. In every ordinary 

sense of the word, it is an “entitlement” which we submit deserves 

constitutional protection in the same way as corporeal property or 

common-law incorporeal rights. 

 

71. That is not to say that the registrations may not be the subject of 

regulation.
55

  As this Court pointed out in Reflect-All 1025 CC v MEC for 

Public Transport, Roads and Works, Gauteng Provincial Government 

2009 (6) SA 391 (CC)  “…the State may regulate the use of private 

property in order to protect public welfare, eg planning and zoning 

                                              
55  The Respondents appear to suggest in their notice of appeal that recognising the rights as 

constituting property would prevent the State from regulating liquor (Main bundle p.80 para 18; p. 

82 para 22).  That is incorrect. 
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regulation, but such regulation must not amount to arbitrary deprivation.  

The idea is not to protect private property from all State interference, but 

to safeguard it from illegitimate and unfair State interference”
56

. 

72. The licences or registrations here in issue, “objectively considered”,
57

 

therefore clearly constitute “property” in the Applicant’s hands. No 

reason based on principle exists, or has been put forward by the 

Respondents, to exclude them from constitutional protection. 

Has there been a “deprivation” of the property? 

73. In Mkontwana v Nelson Mandela Metropolitan Municipality; Bisset and 

Others v Buffalo City Municipality; Transfer Rights Action Campaign v 

MEC, Local Government and Housing, Gauteng (KwaZulu-Natal Law 

Society and Msunduzi Municipality as Amici Curiae) 2005 (1) SA 530 

(CC) (“the Mkontwana case”), this Court stated that: “[w]hether there has 

been a deprivation depends on the extent of the interference with or 

limitation of use, enjoyment and exploitation …[A]t the very least, 

substantial interference or limitation that goes beyond the normal 

restrictions on property use or enjoyment found in an open and 

                                              
56  In para 33, 

57  Cf. Record p.154 para 92. 
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democratic society would amount to deprivation.”
58

    

74. In Offit Enterprises (Pty) Ltd and Another v Coega Development 

Corporation (Pty) Ltd and Others 2011 (1) SA 293 (CC), this Court 

confirmed the above approach,
59

 saying that “substantial interference is a 

matter of duration and degree.”
60

  

75. In Agri SA v Minister for Minerals and Energy (supra) the Chief Justice 

stated the following (emphasis added): 

“Deprivation within the context of s 25 includes extinguishing a right 

previously enjoyed, and expropriation is a subset thereof.  Whereas 

deprivation always takes place when property or rights therein are 

either taken away or significantly interfered with …, the same is not 

necessarily true of expropriation. Deprivation relates to sacrifices that 

holders of private property rights may have to make without 

compensation, whereas expropriation entails state acquisition of that 

property in the public interest and must always be accompanied by 

compensation. …”
61

 

                                              
58  Para 32.  This was confirmed in Reflect-All (supra) at para 35. 

59  Paras 38 to 39. 

60  Para 41. 

61  Para 48. 
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76. It is submitted that the impugned provisions of the Act undoubtedly 

extinguished or took away the Applicant’s pre-existing grocers’ wine 

licences as continued under the registration system: 

76.1. The licences were indefinite in duration, subject only to 

withdrawal or suspension in exceptional circumstances. By virtue 

of section 71(5) of the Act, they became subject to a fixed and 

immutable end. On 14 May 2014, they disappeared permanently, 

resulting in the Applicant finally having to close all its Eastern 

Cape grocers’ wine sections. 

76.2. This termination was not the result of an administrative decision 

under the normal provisions of either the 1989 Liquor Act or the 

Act, but an imposed and automatic termination.  The Applicant 

was not able to challenge the withdrawal under the Promotion of 

Administrative Justice Act 3 of 2000, and thereby potentially 

revive its licence. The Applicant had something of substantial 

value to it on one day, but the next day was deprived of it by 

operation of law.  

76.3. There is no merit in the Respondent’s argument
62

 that there was 

                                              
62  Record p. 155 para 94. 
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no “deprivation” because, at most, what the Applicant had was a 

“bare permission to sell liquor” and it was still open to the 

Applicant to apply for a “more expansive” registration to sell all 

kinds of liquor.  In the first instance, the registrations or licences 

which were removed did not amount to a “bare permission to sell 

liquor”.  They were vested and open-ended rights for the 

Applicant to sell table wine in specified supermarket premises. 

Those particular rights are no more. Second, the Applicant had no 

entitlement to convert the grocers’ wine registrations or licences 

into general registrations. The Act states that an application for 

such a registration may be made.  

76.4. Moreover, any “replacement” licence cannot by definition be one 

for the sale of table wine in supermarkets. It can only be for the 

sale of all kinds of liquor in “separate premises” (i.e. separate 

from the supermarket). The Applicant has demonstrated that the 

sale of table wine in supermarkets forms part of a wider business 

model which has considerable benefits for it. These benefits of 

convenience to shoppers and synergies between different product 

lines are not replicated by installing a full line liquor store at 
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separate premises.
63

 Likewise, it is not possible to make up for 

the lost volumes in supermarket trade by selling wine from an 

adjacent liquor store.
64

 There is also the difficulty of acquiring 

alternative space to locate a full range liquor store in the vicinity 

of the supermarket – a difficulty of which the Applicant has had 

first-hand experience.
65

 

77. In the circumstances, the “deprivation” requirement is clearly met. A 

right previously enjoyed has been extinguished or taken away. 

Is the deprivation “arbitrary”? 

78. The next question is whether the impugned provisions of the Act (which 

it is accepted is a law of general application) give rise to “arbitrary” 

deprivation. 

79. This Court in the FNB case
66

 gave the following guidance in relation to 

determining whether a deprivation is “arbitrary” for purposes of section 

                                              
63  Record pp.24-26 paras 45-48. 

64  Record pp.23-24 paras 39-42, p.40, pp.291-292 paras 24.1 to 24.4. 

65  Record pp.289-290 paras 23.3 and 23.4, p.305 (“JB19”). 

66  Para 100.  Referred to and applied in the Mkontwana case (supra) in paras 34 and 35; Prophet v 

National Director of Public Prosecutions 2007 (6) SA 169 (CC) in paras 61 and 62; Armbruster v 

Minister of Finance and Others 2007 (6) SA 550 (CC) in para 70; Opperman v National Credit 

Regulator (supra) in para 68. 
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25(1) (emphasis added): 

“Having regard to what has gone before, it is concluded that a 

deprivation of property is 'arbitrary' as meant by s 25 when the 'law' 

referred to in s 25(1) does not provide sufficient reason for the particular 

deprivation in question or is procedurally unfair. Sufficient reason is to 

be established as follows:  

 (a) It is to be determined by evaluating the relationship between means 

employed, namely the deprivation in question and ends sought to 

be achieved, namely the purpose of the law in question. 

 (b) A complexity of relationships has to be considered. 

 (c) In evaluating the deprivation in question, regard must be had to 

the relationship between the purpose for the deprivation and the 

person whose property is affected. 

 (d) In addition, regard must be had to the relationship between the 

purpose of the deprivation and the nature of the property as well as 

the extent of the deprivation in respect of such property…” 

80. This dictum followed an analysis of foreign authorities in which the Court 

sought to ascertain whether “arbitrariness” in the present context should 

be limited to the strict concept of lack of a rational connection between 
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means and ends.  It concluded
67

 that “there must be an appropriate 

relationship between means and ends, between the sacrifice the 

individual is asked to make and the public purpose this is intended to 

serve. It is one that is not limited to an enquiry into mere rationality, but 

is less strict than a full and exacting proportionality examination”.
68

  The 

test of “sufficient reason” was selected to represent this standard. 

81. In National Credit Regulator v Opperman (supra) this test was reiterated. 

Van der Westhuizen J stated in this regard
69

 that “[t]he more extensive the 

deprivation and the stronger the property interest, the more compelling 

the state’s purpose has to be for having the regulatory deprivation at 

question in place”. In that case it was held that the deprivation was not of 

a partial nature: “it effectively removes an unregistered credit provider’s 

right to restitution. For this, there must be persuasive reasons.”
70

  While 

sympathetic to the objects of the prohibition, the court was  not persuaded 

that these provided sufficient reason for the deprivation: 

“Whereas regulated deprivation may be permissible to further 

compelling interests, the state still has to be constrained in how it may 

                                              
67  Para 98. 

68  See also para 65. 

69  Para 68. 

70  Para 70. 
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pursue those ends. Given that the extent of deprivation here is far-

reaching, the purpose should be stated clearly, and the means chosen to 

accomplish it must be narrowly framed. In this case the means chosen 

are disproportionate to the purpose, as is further demonstrated by the 

less restrictive means analysed below under the justification enquiry.” 

82. In summary, the test for arbitrariness is a type of proportionality analysis: 

i.e. whether there is “sufficient reason” for the deprivation, taking into 

account and balancing all the relevant factors such as the purpose which 

the deprivation seeks to achieve, the nature of the property deprived and 

its holder, and the extent of the deprivation. Although the courts have 

been cautious to say that the analysis is not as rigorous as a full 

proportionality analysis such as one may find under section 36 (the 

limitation clause), it is conceptually difficult to say what might make the 

difference between an action taken “for sufficient reason” and one that is 

proportional to the ends sought to be achieved. In most cases, we submit, 

there would be no significant difference. 

83. Against this background, we turn to address the question as to whether 

there was “sufficient reason” for the Eastern Cape legislature to effect a 

total deprivation of existing holders’ grocers’ wine licences or 

registrations, taking into account all the factors referred to above. 
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84. The starting-point is the fact that the deprivation of the Applicant’s 

property (a valuable and long-standing commercial right to conduct 

trading business) was more than “extensive”: it was a total deprivation. 

For that, there must be persuasive reasons.
71

  This is so particularly 

because of the strongly negative impact of the deprivation, not only on 

the Applicant but on its customers, the State itself (through lost revenue) 

and on the wine industry as a whole.
72

 

85. However, when one turns to the reasons provided by the Respondents for 

this wholesale deprivation (i.e. the ends which the measure sought to 

achieve), it is immediately apparent that these are insufficient to justify 

the permanent extinction of existing grocers’ wine licences. 

86. In the first place, the Respondents do not seek to make out a case that the 

termination of grocers’ wine licences served the purposes of improving 

public health or facilitating entry to the liquor trade.  No case was made 

out that the act of selling wine in a supermarket environment is difficult 

                                              
71  cf. National Credit Regulator v Opperman (supra) para 68 

72  Record pp.22-26, paras 38 to 50. The Respondents (Record pp.146-149, paras 72 to 80) challenge 

the facts and figures put up by the Applicant, but without putting up competing facts. The crux of 

the response seems to be that the impact is overplayed because there is nothing to stop the 

Applicant from applying for registrations to sell all kinds of liquor on different premises. The 

inadequacy of that solution has been addressed above, and in the replying affidavit the Applicant 

demonstrates in any event that it has not been able to establish full-line liquor stores in the 

vicinity of all its supermarkets (Record pp. 288-291, para 23). 
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to control or regulate, or gives rise to particular risks, or that there had 

been any adverse experiences with this sales channel, either in the Eastern 

Cape or more generally. It was also not disputed that the Eastern Cape 

was the only province out of those that had passed their own liquor 

legislation to do away with grocers’ wine licences entirely – a clear 

indication that there is nothing intrinsically harmful or inappropriate 

about the concept. 

87. What, then, are the reasons put up by the Respondents for the provision? 

Through the lengthy answering affidavits (a preliminary one and two 

supplementary sets), only one reason can be gleaned. This is that the Act 

contemplates a reduced number of categories of registration, in order to 

simplify registration and application procedures
73

 and “regulation and 

enforcement processes at all levels”
74

. From this point it is argued that 

because there is only one kind of registration to sell liquor for off-

consumption (i.e. for the sale of all kinds of liquor), supermarkets are 

inappropriate places for registration, because of the staff requirements and 

concerns about adequate control
75

. Thus the argument, put shortly, is this: 

if one is to be permitted to sell any liquor, one must necessarily be 

                                              
73  Record p.135 para 40; pp.152-153 para 88. 

74  Record p.170 para 9. 

75  Record p.171 para 10; p.185 para 42. 
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permitted to sell all liquor; supermarkets are not appropriate places to 

carry full lines of liquor; hence they may not carry any liquor at all. 

88. It is submitted that this, even if it is the true reason for the deprivation,
76

 

is absurd and irrational, and inherently insufficient to justify the 

termination of existing grocer’s wine registrations, which is what is at 

issue here. 

89. First, depriving holders of their existing grocers’ wine licences could 

never operate to simplify the application process in respect of new 

registrations to be granted in terms of the Act.   The supposed aim of 

simplifying an administrative application process (which must of 

necessity relate to new registration applications) cannot justify the 

deprivation of pre-existing rights – which is precisely the Applicant’s 

complaint in these proceedings.   

90. Second, no case is made out for any difficulty in the enforcement or 

regulation of existing grocers’ wine licences. No mention is made of 

regulatory problems experienced involving supermarket wine sections in 

the ten-year period since the Act came into effect.  

                                              
76  It is noted that the paragraphs where this is addressed are couched in the passive voice (e.g. para 

10 Record p.171: “Concerns were raised…”; “Of concern was also…”), without identifying what 

persons or groups actually held these views. This substantially weakens the (already weak) 

reasons 
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91. On the contrary, the only potential enforcement issue identified by the 

Respondents in their affidavits involves the sale of all kinds of liquor 

from supermarkets
77

, which self-evidently would not arise if the pre-

existing grocers’ wine licences continued on the same terms.  

92. Third, there is no rational reason why a registration holder must, if 

licensed to sell liquor for off-consumption, necessarily be licensed to sell 

all kinds of liquor, particularly where that person only seeks the right to 

sell a particular kind of liquor.  The Act makes specific provision for the 

Board to impose conditions in relation to registrations (section 

25(1)(b)(iii)), which conditions might easily limit the type of alcohol 

which may be sold from a specific premises.   

93. Fourth, no compelling facts (nor any facts at all) are put up to 

demonstrate the special administrative complexity of licensing, 

monitoring and enforcing supermarket wine licences. The fact that these 

have been an established part of the commercial landscape for many years 

suggests the contrary.  

94. It is not enough for the party seeking to justify a deprivation to make 

broad and general statements in support of the measure; it must persuade 

                                              
77  Record p.171 para 10 
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the court, through facts, both that the “mischief” exists and that it is 

significant enough to warrant causing substantial prejudice to the rights-

holder. The Respondents fail to do so.  They do not advance any 

regulatory or administrative gains to be achieved from doing away with 

existing registrations for the sale of wine from supermarkets.  

95. Perhaps recognising that the complete deprivation of the right in question 

is out of proportion with its purported benefits, the Respondents seek to 

place emphasis on the existence of the mechanism for affected holders to 

“convert” their registrations into “more expansive” rights to sell all kinds 

of liquor – as if this acts to reduce the extent of the deprivation. They 

state that this conversion process is “procedurally fair and not 

arbitrary.”
78

  

96. As shown above, there is no question of “conversion” where the holder is 

required to make a fresh application for a different type of licence on 

different premises. But in any event, the argument misses the point: it is 

not the alternative mechanism that must be tested for arbitrariness or 

sufficiency, but the deprivation itself.  

97. In summary, viewed against the nature of the right, the magnitude of the 

                                              
78   Record p.155 para 95. 
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deprivation and its prejudicial consequences, the absence of equivalent 

regulation in any other province and the paucity of supporting evidence 

furnished by the Respondents in support of the supposed legislative aims, 

we submit that the single identified purpose (simplification of liquor 

administration), even if a justifiable state goal in the circumstances, is 

patently insufficient to justify a deprivation of property of this kind. 

98. The deprivation is therefore arbitrary for purposes of section 25(1). 

The limitation clause 

99. Having concluded that the Applicant has been the victim of an arbitrary 

deprivation of property, the final step in the constitutional analysis 

involves asking whether the infringement of the right is justified by 

operation of section 36(1). 

100. As pointed out above, it is questionable whether section 36(1) in fact has 

a practical role to play in a property rights case such as the present. On 

the one hand, if it has been held that the deprivation is not arbitrary, there 

will be no infringement of a constitutional right and no need to apply 

section 36(1).  On the other hand, if it has been found that the deprivation 

is arbitrary, the applicant will already have overcome a more stringent 

test than section 36(1)’s proportionality analysis. It is difficult to imagine 
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a scenario in which prejudicial conduct can be found to have been 

“arbitrary” or “not for a sufficient reason”, but nonetheless to be 

“reasonable and justifiable”.  

101. Therefore we submit that unless there is evidence of some extraneous 

factor which could not be taken into account in the section 25(1) analysis 

but which may cast the state’s conduct in a different light under a wider 

proportionality test, section 36(1) has no practical application.
79

  

102. In the present case, no such evidence has been put up. Section 36(1) thus 

cannot rescue the Respondents from having arbitrarily deprived the 

Applicant of its property. 

PART G: THE RESPONDENTS’ OTHER GROUNDS OF APPEAL 

103. Apart from the substantive grounds of appeal contained in the 

Respondents’ notice of appeal to this Court, the Respondents include the 

following grounds: 

103.1. The court a quo erred in dismissing the Respondent’s contention 

that the application was not urgent and that the use by the 

Applicant of the procedures relating to urgency was a misuse 

                                              
79  Cf. FNB case (supra) para 113; National Credit Regulator v Opperman (supra) para 79. 
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amounting to an abuse of process of the Court justifying the 

dismissal of the application;
80

 and 

103.2. The court a quo erred in finding that the Minister of Trade and 

Industry should not be joined in the application in that he has no 

direct and substantial interest in the subject matter of this case
81

. 

104. As explained in paragraphs 35 to 40 above, these grounds do not properly 

form the subject of confirmation proceedings. 

CONCLUSION 

105. In the premises the Applicant asks for an order confirming the High Court 

order in accordance with the Applicant’s notice of application to this 

Court. 
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80  Main bundle pp.71-75 paras 2-3.  

81  Main bundle pp.75-76 paras 4-6. 
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